Dustproof and watertight luminaire
with energy saving LED light source.
Designed for open decks, platforms, walkways
and other facilities with high humidity.

KJP

APPLICATION

APPLICATION

Surface mounted wall and ceiling LED light source
luminaire for open decks and balconies.

Surface luminaire with LED light source.
Designed for punctual lighting in toilets and sanitary cabins.

-20°C

EMERGEN

83MLED

Explosionproof

EXP

APPLICATION
LED luminaire designed to light areas
and facilities on ships and offshore with an explosion
hazard of gases, vapours and flammable
fogs mixed with air. Hazardous zones: 1,2,21,22.

110V-240V

-35°C

+40°C

220V-240V

APPLICATION
The luminaire for LED light source.
Designed for kitchen, stores and other facilities lighting,
that is needed a seal directly on the ceiling surface.

110V-240V

-40°C

+45°C

113EXMLED

DEP

APPLICATION

19MLED
APPLICATION

The luminaire designed for industrial areas lighting and facilities,
also outdoor spaces with an explosion hazard of gases,
vapours and flammable fogs mixed with air and inflammable
dust and fibers mixed with air. Hazardous zones: 1,2,21,22.

Floodlight

+45°C

61MLED

KLP

110V-240V

110V-240V

-40°C

27MLED

20MLED

APPLICATION

STP

Decks, technical and utility rooms, cargo holds,
engine rooms, storage yards.
-30°C

E27

Recessed luminaire for LED light source.
Designed for cabins, passanger facilities, bathrooms,
corridors, navigation rooms and other facilities
with lining ceiling lighting.

+40°C

+45°C

10

15000 lm

22000 lm
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7000 lm

+40°C

38MLED

DLP

APPLICATION
Downlight recessed luminaire for LED light source.
Designed for cabins, passenger facilities, bathrooms,
corridors and other facilities with lining ceilings.

+40°C

110V-240V

-20°C

EMERGEN

Indoor|Surface

APPLICATION

98LED

SLP

0
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110V-240V

+45°C
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EMERGEN

0

RED
FILTER

Indoor|Recessed

Technical|Outdoor

67MLED

TLP

Work place

14MLED

TIP

APPLICATION
Flexible LED lamp for lighting of chart
table or preceision working areas.

110V-240V

10
0

LED LIGHT FOR

marine

APPLICATION
Magnifier for marine applications – offers
shadow-free magnification with light coming
from around of the lens.

110V-240V

+40°C

+40°C

RED
FILTER

02MLED

HLP

Emergency

20MLED

TIP

APPLICATION
Surface luminaire with LED light source.
Emergency and evacuation LED lighting fitting.
Design for illumination of exits and designating
escape routes on the ships/vessels.

HLP

20MLED

APPLICATION
Recessed luminaire with LED light source.
Emergency and evacuation LED lighting fitting.
Design for illumination of exits and designating
escape routes on the ships/vessels.
Dear Sirs,
For nearly 50 years the manufacturer from Gdansk - now operating under the name of Remontowa Lighting Technologies SA, provides
the advanced lighting products. Developing the production potential.
Being a member of Remontowa Holding- the largest capital group in region with two large shipyards as a part of its portfolio,
allows us to directly acquire the knowledge about the maritime market customer needs.
In this brochure, we present modern and technologically advanced marine lights with high efficiency LED source.
Please visit our website to know much more about all of our products.
QUALITY MANAGEMENT:

+55°C

110V-240V

+40°C
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